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“New Wineskins For the 21 st Century” is KLN 2013 Conference Theme
“New Wineskins For the 21st Century” is the theme
for the 2013 Kingdom Life Network conference
held at Grace Chapel in Elizabethtown, PA.
Henry Buckwalter welcomed the conference
attendees and introduced the leaders of all the
networks. It was the first time that all the ministries
leaders were in attendance at the same time. E.
Daniel Martin shared direction from their prayer
time leading up to the service that “God is going to
unearth hidden treasures (people) in this conference”
and he also invited participation in an outreach of
prayer, healing, and evangelism to a local Saturday
market this coming Saturday.
Host Pastor Mel Weaver welcomed everyone and led
in an opening conference prayer. A worship team
from
LifeGate
Community
Church
of
Elizabethtown (New Testament Fellowship) led
attendees in extended praise and worship. Many
were moved to their knees, with hands raised, in
humble adoration and thankfulness.
Frank Zeager, 83 years old, was asked to come
forward and was blessed by many leaders’
declarations over him …a treasure unearthed.
Koinonia Fellowship of Churches Pastor John
Mitchell was introduced and he shared that today’s
technology is not meant for the enemy, but should
be used for the Kingdom.
Lawrence Chiles followed with a message on “New
Wineskins”. Jesus was not popular in “the hood”.
They just did not get it. Tambourines making noise

on every street corner church in our large
metropolitan city does not mean church is going on.
The kingdom needs expanded outside the church
walls.
Jesus
came to seek
the lost. The
Jesus
wants
this
Kingdom of
message to go …to all
God is causing
nations. This means
the
taking the message to
denominations
and
non“the hood”.
denominations
– Lawrence Chiles
to
work
together …to
get the job
done.
New
wineskins do not necessarily have to be new, it is just
doing it “new again” …this time the right way. We
need more unsaved friends than saved friends. The
sound of Jesus is a delight to those that have not yet
heard.
Time was given to ask the Lord what He wants to
say to each of our hearts.
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